List of Books on Japanese American Incarceration at the AASP Resource Center Library.

Asahina, Robert. *Just Americans: How Japanese Americans Won a War at Home and Abroad*

Austin, Allan W. *From Concentration Camp to Campus*

Bailey, Paul. *City in the Sun: The Japanese Concentration Camp at Poston, Arizona*


Bosworth, Allan R. *America’s Concentration Camps*

Chang, Gordon H. (ed.) *Morning Glory, Evening Shadow: Yamato Ichihashi and His Internment Writings, 1942-1945*

Chang, Gordon H. (ed.) *Ichihashi and His Internment Writings, 1942-1945*

Creef, Elena Tajima. *Imaging Japanese America: The Visual Construction of Citizenship, Nation, and the Body*

Daniels, Roger. *Concentration Camps USA: Japanese Americans and World War II*

Daniels, Roger, S. C. Taylor and Harry Kitano (eds.) *Japanese Americans: From Relocation to Redress*

Daniels, Roger. *Prisoners Without Trial: Japanese Americans in World war II*

De Nevers, Klancy Clark. *The Colonel and the Pacifist: Karl Bendetsen, Perry Saito, and the Incarceration of Japanese Americans During World War II*

Drinnon, Richard. *Keeper of Concentration Camps: Dillon S. Myer and American Racism*

Dusselier, Jane E. *Artifacts of Loss: Crafting Survival in Japanese American Concentration Camps*


Fugita, Stephen and Marilyn Fernandez. *Altered Lives, Enduring Community: Japanese Americans Remember Their World War II Incarceration*

Fujino, Diane Carol. *Heartbeat of Struggle: The Revolutionary Life of Yuri Kochiyama*

Gardiner, C. Harvey. *Pawns in a Triangle of Hate*
Gruenewald, Mary Matsuda. *Looking Like The Enemy*

Harris, Catherine Embree. *Dusty Exile: Looking Back at Japanese Relocation During World War II*

Hayashi, Brian Masaru. *Democratizing the Enemy: The Japanese American Internment*


Houston, Jeanne Wakatsuki and James D. *Farewell to Manzanar*

Irons, Peter. *Justice At War: The story of the Japanese American Internment Cases*

James, Thomas. *Exile Within: The Schooling of Japanese Americans 1942-1945*

Ishizuka, Karen L. *Lost & Found: Reclaiming the Japanese American Incarceration*

Kashima, Tetsuden. *Judgment Without Trial: Japanese American Imprisonment During World War II*

Kikuchi, Charles. *The Kikuchi Diary: Chronicle from an American Concentration Camp*

Kitagawa, Daisuke. *Issei and Nisei: The Internment Years*

Kiyota, Minoru. *Beyond Loyalty: The Story of a Kibei*


Kurashige, Scott. *Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of Multiethnic Los Angeles*

Maki, Mitchell T. *Achieving the Impossible Dream: How Japanese Americans Obtained Redress*


Modell, John. *The Kikuchi Diary: Chronicle From an American Concentration Camp*

Muller, Eric L. *American Inquisition: The Hunt for Japanese American Disloyalty in World War II*

Muller, Eric L. *Free To Die For Their Country*

Nakano, Jiro and Kay Nakano (eds.) *Poets Behind Barbed Wire*

Nishimoto, Richard S. *Inside an American Concentration Camp: Japanese American Resistance at Poston, Arizona*
Odo, Franklin. *No Sword to Bury: Japanese Americans in Hawaii*

Oiwa, Keibo (ed.). *Stone Voices: Wartime Writings of Japanese Canadian Issei*

Okiihiro, Gary Y. *Whispered Silences: Japanese Americans After World War II*

Okiihiro, Gary Y. *Storied Lives: Japanese American Students and World War II*

Okubo, Mine. *Citizen 13660*

Richardson, Susan B. *I Call to Remembrance: Toyo Suyemoto’s Years of Internment*

Robinson, Greg. *By Order of the president: FDR and the Internment of Japanese Americans*

Robinson, Gerald H. *Elusive Truth: Four Photographers at Manzanar*

Sakauye, Eiichi Edward. *Heart Mountain: A Reflection on the Heart Mountain Relocation Center*

Shimabukuro, Robert Sadamu. *Born In Seattle: The Campaign For Japanese American Redress*

Shallit, Barney. *Songs of Anger: Tales of Tule Lake*

Simpson, Caroline Chung. *An Absent Presence*

Sone, Monica. *Nisei Daughter*

Takemoto, Paul Howard. *Nisei Memories: My Parents Talk About the War Years*

Tateishi, John. *And Justice for All: An Oral History of the Japanese American Detention Camps*

Uchida, Yoshiko. *Desert Exile: The Uprooting of a Japanese American Family*

Weglyn, Michi. *Years of Infamy: The Untold Story of America’s Concentration Camps*

Yamamoto, Hisaye. *Seventeen Syllables and Other Stories*

Yoo, David. *Growing Up Nisei: Race, Generation, and Culture Among Japanese Americans in California, 1924-49*